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I. Tatroduction

This study will attempt to suggest how the various types of pro-

nominal modifiers are derived in a transformational grammar of English. 1

Two distinct, but interrelated, problems are involved: the derivation of

each of the types of single modifiers, and the grammatical implications

of combining them in the pre-nominal position. Each of the two problems

will be discussed, followed by a grammar fragment whose rules have been

designed to handle some of the observed features of grammatical behavior.

For the sake of convenient reference, we will not include in its

usual place what is normally referred to as "the lexicon," that is, the

body of constituent-structure (CS) rules which may be considered as "very

long disjunctive expansions of the lowest-level grammatical categories

developed in the CS strings, yielding all the individual morphemes which

have not yet been introduced." 2
Since this study will deal extensively

with phenomena in which it will be necessary to know just what morphemes

are 'mug referred tcs lexizal rules will be found in Section V with

the other reference lists.

It will be noticed that the rules contain no restrictions which will

disallow such "unacceptable" phrases as loud circle, ancient bad, John

12.ghiamin his new house, etc., nor is it felt that there should be any,

since the "impossibility" of these phrases seems to be a semantic ques-

tion and not a grammatical one. 3

The conception of the design of a grammar and the form of the rules

proposed here are both taken from Charles Jo Fillmore, "The Position of

Embedding Transformations in a Grammar."

II. Derivations

A. Tranaformationally derived modifiers

1. The "three-stage route"

This term will refer to the application of one emftdding transfor-

mation and two single-based transformations, resulting in pre-nominal

modifiers of various origins. The embedding transformation is the rela-

4
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tive clause rule (EN2), the two single-based transformations are the

relative clause reduction rule (PST -4) and the obligatory transposition

rule (PST-5). 5

11: S might yield a tee[ mlual btriug of the form:

Det + N + Tns + BE + ADJ

in which the ADJ chosen was

The boy is tall.

If we attach a WV to boz (PST -e2) and embed this into a string
like:

The boy is my brother.

we get:

The boy who is tall is my brother.

The relative clause reduction rule gives us:

The boy tall is my brother

and the application cf the transposition rule yields:

The tall boy is my brother.

b. If, however, for ANT we choose an AJ, then the AJ must be ex-

panded by meaus of another embedding rule before these three rules

may be applied (see ET-1). Thuv, from a string such as:

. X terrifies Y

we get either:

X is t

or:

is terrified

In both cases, the underlined forms "have the structure AJ" 6
and

the strings are eligible for the three-stage route.

c. This route may also be taken by the gerundive and participial

forms of certain verbs. From:

The dog is barking.

we can derive:

the barking dogt

from:

The chair is broken

we can derive:

the broken chair;
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and from:

The race has vanishede

we get:

the vanished race.

2. "Incidental" modifiers

A type of structural ambiguity is revealed in c

following examples:

Today we will discuss the open vowels and the closed vows

The child first learns to distinguish between the open vowels

and the closed consonants.

The relative clause source strings for the modifier- lus "noun phrases in

the first example are:

The vowels which are open .

The vowels which are closed

The phrases in the second example, however, are derived from appositive

relative clauses:

The vowels, which are open,

The consonants, which are closed, 4

as is illustrated by the following paraphrase:

The child first learns to distinguish between the vowels, which

are, incidentally, open, and the consonants, which are, inci-

dentally, closed.

Thus the phrase 921.22232221218 in the first example is grammatically

distinct from the phrase the open vowels in the second. The distinc-

tion seems to be reflected in the stress pattern of (.0'4.") in the first

sentence and ("+") in the second.

It seems likely that the rules that will place this modifier in its

pre-nominal position will reduce and transpose an appositive relative

clause in a manner similar to that in which a restrictive relative clause

is reduced and transposed, as discussed in II.A.1. As suggested in the

preceding paragraph, it will be necessary to retain, throughout this

process, the information concerning the type of relative clause from

which the modifier originated, in order that the stress might be pro-

perly assigned. However, the rules to generate a string containing the

appositive relative clause itself are not well understood.
8

oast Bering the
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3. Count noun modifiers

There exist a number of modifier-_plus-noun combinations in which

the first element is a count noun (List tt)f stress

of ("+/), there appears be no grammc,tical difference between these

and the compounds discussed at length by Lees.
9

4. Modifiers derived by nominalisation

A number of extremely interesting problems have arisen concerning

the existence of a large group of modifier-plus-noun phrases derived not

in the manner outlined in II.A.1., but from a sequence LY-worIztlataltb.

Some of these modifiers are, in fact, not normal ADJ words as we

might have supposed, but appear in a pre-nominal position only as a

rosult of having undergone a nominalization transformation from a source

string containing an L1-12r1.21227verb phrase. They may not appear in a

predicate position as adjectives.

native speaker speaks natively

hasty retreat retreats hastily

immediate reaction 4---- reacts immediately

eventual dissolution 4---- dissolves eventually

These modifiers may also appear with nouns not derived from verbs:

hasty dinner

eventual husband

native language

F - - -- dinner eaten hastily

man she will eventually marry

language spoken natively

There is another set of modifiers which may appear in a pre-nominal

position either by means of the three-stage route or by means of a

nominalization. This fact, and the rules which underlie iti explains

the two different interpretations given to such modifiers, by revealing

the two structurally different relationships between them and the noun.

For example, it will be noticed that, in the second member of each pair

below, it is clearly not the case that the modifier is derived from a

string having the shape N is ADJ.



generous man

generous support

vicious dog

vicious fight

conscious person

conscious attempt

clear glass

clear understanding

angry woman

angry retort

poor man

poor performance
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f---- man is generous

f---- to support generously

dog is vicious

4.---- to fight viciously

F-- -- person is conscious

to attempt consciously

f---- 31ass is clear

to understand clearly

F - - -- woman is angry

4.---- to retort angrily

man is poor

to perform poorly

(see List 11)

Formulation of a rule to accomplish this type of nominalization is

difficult for two reasons.

First, in proceeding from an LY- word -plus -verb phrase to a modifier -

plus -noun phrase, a nominalization process is visualized, which may, in

some cases, involve attaching to the verb a symbol which will signal

that the noun derived from that verb is to appear in the transformed

sentence. It is not yet known just exactly how such a symbol would

behave. Even less well understood is the transformation that will

nominalize a dinner eatm.hastilx into a hasty dinner. It appears like-

ly that this nominalization w.1.11 be an embedding rule in which an unde-

veloped formative Nom, as in:

We grabbed a Norm.

would be rewritten as:

hasty dinner

from the string:

The dinner was eaten hastilz.

Second, a solution to this problem must await an answer to the

question of just what adjectives this LY may be added to. For example,

it may be added to no words in the tentative class Ali, to some words

in the tentative classes a and Ac, and to some words in class Mb. Does

1
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this list of LY-words then correspond to Man adverbs? Does it correspond

to that list which distinguishes transposable from non-transposable verbs

(see List 6)? If the words in List 10 cannot appear in the predicate

and can appear pre-nominally only as a result of a nominalization, then

from where comes this base word to which we "add" LY? Finally, is the

fact that a certain word may or may not take LY a grammatical fact?

B. Modifiers derived from CS rules

Certain so-called "adjectives" are not derived in the manner de-

scribed above, but are generated at the CS level of the grammar. These

will be called "Modifiers" (M) and may be grouped into six classes,

according to the order in which they appear when combined (See rules

CS-14 and -16 and List 12).

1. An Mf modifier must immediately follow the Det and precede all

other modifiers, including those which are introduced transformationally.
10

2. In class Me are found those modifiers whose semantic reference

is a measure.

3, Class Md is made up of those mocblis,rF p-hich, semantically, refer

to nationalities.

. 4. Mc is a class of mass nouns whose semantic reference is to a

material.

5. An Mb modifier must immediately precede the noun and follow all

other modifiers.

6. Ma modifiers may not be accompanied by any other modifiers.

Examples of CS-terminal strings with various M's chosen would include:

Mc Mb
steel dental equipment

Md Mc
Chinese straw hat

Mc Mb
six-page technical report

Mf Mb
principa3 foreign expenditure

Mf Md
leading American export

Mf Me
major uwo-week conference

==-7-.7V-
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Thus, a string containing any of these modifiers is structurally

distinct from one containing an A modifier, as may be seen by the fol-

lowing facts:

1. M's cannot be conjoined with and as A's can.

2. Each M class corresponds at least roughly to a semantic class.

3. No M can appear as a predicate.
11

III. Ordering of Pre-Nominal Modifiers

The phenomenon of the ordering of pre-nominal modifiers in English

is significantly unique. Here we will suggest a tentative solution,

propose answers to some long - standing questions, and discuss the sig-

nificant uniqueness of the problem.

A. Tentative solution

The solution involves a conjoining rule which takes two strings

containing transformationally derived modifiers and conjoins the modi-

fiers with and, and a late rule which changes the andes'(except the last

one in a predicate phrase) to commas. The success of the rule depends,

however, on a previous assignment of subscripts (see temporary rule

CT-1), which define the order of the various elements when they are

combined. The rule will insure that sentences like the following will

be generated with modifiers in the "proper" order:

Ac Aa
A Sig black bear crossed the road.

Ab Aa
A furry Mite kitten jumped into my lap.

Ac Ab
A large juicy apple was on'the table.

that is, in the order:

Ac Ab Aa

B. Clarificatica of minor points

There are cer-C.ain iteve which will appear in the lexicon is such

a way as to account for facts which might seem to disprove the rules

given her,.
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1. Such phrases as:

little boy

old man

young lady

old maid

will each appear as one lexical item.

The little a4d the old in phrases like:

juicy little apple

dirty little pig

cute little dress

shaggy old horse

silly old dog

may be considered as suffixes to the preceding modifiers.

Thus the lexicon must recognize two words amp three words

11111,0 and three words old:

handsome 7.12zj.nouan dirty little boy, wealthy old man

Buie, little, apple sillxeal dog

frisky horse little round box old white house

a. The lexicon will also contain two words ad. One may be used

in the predicate:

The meal was 5221 - the mod meal

The baby is Rod the good baby

but the other may not:

a ,good sharp knife

a wal, fast ball

but:

but:

The same analysis applies to 221W,

She wore a small pretty watch.

That's a E, y, small suitcase for all those clothes.

Similarly there are two words nice.

The girl is nice ------ shoos a nice girl

It's a nice big room.
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In each of these examples, the second member of the pair will

probably be generated as an Av which can "modify" an A.

3. There exist numerous oases in which a modifier may have two dif-

.s.v4v4.64, Jg4Aaw.a.wucluzln, wa.ua unw uoun, one ae an lib modifier, the other as
an A adjective. In the latter relationship the adjective can appear in
the predicate, it can be "modified" by Lomb and it precedes an Mb, Mc,
Md, or Me modifier.

fMd: a constitutional amendment

A: a constitutional law

11

Md Mb
Mb: an American technical report

A Mb
A: a technical linguistic study

(Mb:American liberal opinion

Md Mb

[
A Md

A: a liberal Hindu society

r Md Mb
Mb: an American rell convention

A Md
A: a atu.ia.922 American family

11

A Mb
Mb: a deep yersonak animosity

A
A: a zersonal diary

ilA Mb
Mb: a deep emotional problem

A A
A: an emotional, sensitive child 12

C. Discussion

A grammar-oriented study of the ordering of English pre-nominal

modifiers reveals several paradoxical features.

The CS rule (16) in which M is expanded appears to explicate rea-

sonably well the ordering 'tiiich seems to prevail among those modifiers
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which are not introduced transformationally. But the rule which sees to

it that the transformationally introduced modifiers are properly ordered

(temporary rule CT-1) is a unique one in the grammar. It appears to be

necessarily ad hoc and inapplicable to any other grammatical phenomenon,

since the order in which like constituents appear is not relevant in any

other conjoined string. More important, the rule depends on assigning

groups of morphemes to order classes (A1, A2, A3), In A29 not only do

these groups of morphemes have no commor property, but the Ab modifiers

assigned to it belong to various already established grammatical cate-

gories, such as those set up to account for abstractness, or adjectival

complements, or the ability to be modified by certain groups of adverbs.

But a stronger objection may be raised against the existence of

order classes. The term "class" implies a grammatical property shared

by all the members of a given group and not poesessed by members of any

other group. Such grammatical classes are, furthermore, determined as

a function of the CS rules, and must thlrefore be contained as part of

the derivational history of any given Weterminal string; there must be

a node from which any class may be said to descend. The order classes

A1, A2, A3, do not fit any of these requirements, and thus seem to

violate the notion of "class" in the grammar.

Given the fact of ordering among modifiers, given a conjoining

rule involving order classes, and given the "non-grammaticalness" of

such a rule and of such classes, it may be concluded that ordering of

transformationally derived modifiers is not a grammatical phenomenon.

According to this analysis, then, the fact that a word in "class Ac"

usually precedes one in Ab or Aa till be a stylistic Plonvention, and

rule CS-24 sill replace temporary rule CS-24, and rule CT-1 will re-

place temporary rule CT-1.

IV. Rules

The purpose of this section is not to provide a complete gram-

mar, but merely to outline some of the rules relevant to the problems

of pre-nominal modifiers.

All1061.0110
ty.T/O.N.POC-4.1., Wpr,ffPT.,
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2. VP

3. MV mommamallO
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Con_ atitueut Structure Rules

Nom 4. VP

(Prev) Aux + MV

BE + Pred

Vb (ADJ + LY) (Adv)

The ADJ + LY introduced in this rule provides the basis for the dis-
tinction made between transposable and non-transposable verbs (see
CS124 as well as for the nominalizations discussed in Section II.
A.4. This formulation is somewhat imprecise, because of the impli-
cation, which is false, as brought out in II.A.4., that LY may be
added to any ADJ. This ADJ + LY differs from the Adv introduced in
this rule in that the latter may be a phrase.

ADJ LY Adv
She sings cheerfully in the morning.

A late optional rule will reverse the positions of the verb and the
ADJ + LY.

4. Vb am ma mom*

Vtr + Nom

Vintr

Vin

5. Vintr --.* Vii + Loc

Vi2 + Mot

This rule indicates a distinction between the different types of

intransitives. Only the progressive form of Vin may undergo the

transposition transformation. Vil and Vi2 require the presence of

adverbials, and may not shift to a pre-nominal position.

Vin: The dog is sleeping the sleeping dog

Vilt The baby is lying in the crib *the lying baby
13Vi2: The an is going away mo ammo am.* the going man
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Via
6. Vin _-* Vi

A dietinction between two typee of intransitive, must be made in
i- i- L L - - - -_v vs LVI' uv ri-aaa+assr v yv v wa v`eu ur+Qq¢ 6ua:

an escaped prisoner

from a string containing:

a prisoner has escaped.

The traditionally- termed "perfect tee #e" form of only verbs of the

class V__ (:erba of changing etmtus) may be trandpoaed.
Via: log has decayed __ --err tecayecI log
Vi: dog has barked ' baked dog

Vt

...
Vt is a eim 1e tranait jvs v.i'b.

8. .v

FOR + Nom
Tm

Man

LoV

Non

9. Pred - ADJ

Loc

10. Loc

11. Vt I-_-

IN

UNDER + Nom

ON

HERE

THERE

Vtn

1.

Vtn is a simple object tranaitive verb,
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12. Vtn alemas.41P

Vtl

Vt2

Vt3

Vt4
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At this point, according to Lees,
14

we may say that Vtn will be

expanded later "into the various smaller and more particular

classes of verbs required, such as, e.g., lmg, ordinary transi-

tives whose objects may be deleted but which may be distinguished

from intransitives by their ability to form pre-nominal gerundive

modifiers (arriving guests, but not *cooking woman)", or Vt2, for

those verbs which may undergo the AJ transformation (ET-1).

However, it is also at this point that a significant problem

arises. It"is not the case that the passive form of just any Vtn

verb may follow the three-stage route. sere is a group of such

verbs which may not be transposed to the pre-nominal position un-

less accompanied by an ADJ + LY.

a lighted candle

a broken chair

*a read book, b_ ut

a frequently read book

*a sent package, but

a hastily sent package

Significant is the fact that the two lists set up by this dicho-

tomy (see List 5) correspond to none of the already established

classes, and that, in fact, some classes have members in each list.

As an example, consider two verbs from the class =a. The verb

type, appears in the list of transposable verbs:

a typed manuscript,

while the verb writs appears in the list of those verbs transpos-

able only with ADJ + LT.

*a written bodk, but

an expertly written.book.
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To resolve this difficulty, it appears that one of two views must

be talon. Either the permissibility of transposing such verbs is

not a grammatical problem, or there exists im the grammar some

fora of a system of simultaneous categories, in which a word can

belong to more than one class at a tine. More examples of this

type must be examined before asserting riaoh one of these alter-

natives is correct, but the PeMstining rUI04 sill not indicate

this distinction.

13. Nom Oa OD WO. 111) + No (B)

R is a formative for relative clause. T4 i4 rule will not apply

if Nom is to be expanded in 4 401444414MatiOU ter nsformation 15

Pron

Name not befors R

Det alf) (N)

15. No

16. II

emartamet

Eisowtar0

Se

p1

Ma

(Me) (Md) (Mc) (lib)

Nm
17. N

Nm stands for mass noun, Nent for count noun.

18. Aux Aux1 (Aux2)

19. Auxi Tim (Modal)

20. Aux
2

(Perf) (Frog)

21. Pee ---- HAVE + EN

22. Prog BE + ING

23. Tn. o4111
pros

past
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AJ

Ac
24. ADJ (Av)

Ab
tamparAwy

Aa

AJ
24. ADJ (Av)

AJ is the formative which aciounts for the fact that verbs of

class Vt2 behave like traneformationally introduced modifiers

with respect to position and to Av.

Av stands for a Word which may modify an A modifier. Very little

is yet known about the composition of this class. It will contain

such words as 1222 mite, and rather, some ADJ + LY words such as

completely, extremely, analallb and abundantly, as well as the

ING-forme only of AJ modifiers like surprisingly and amazingly.

A is the symbol for adjective.

25. Det D +

26. D Ca We Id. GEN, the, this,

GEN is a formative for a genitive word.

Transformation Rules

Embedding piles
16

ET-1. AJ

Given a pre-sentence of ,the form

Nom, + Tns + Vt2 + Nom"
1 2 3 4-7

apply the rule

ING + 3 (if Nom sit 1)

AJ
EN + 3 (if Nom = 4)

in the terminal string

Nom + Aux + BE (Av) AJ



It is interesting to note that while WO went to derive:

a terrified rabbit crossed the roe

from:

a rabbit was terrified,

we do Apt want to derive:

an amused expression crossed her Pm,

from:

her exprerAcn was amused,

To the solution of this problem we OVA gpgr the fact that to

each Vt2 verb corresponds a noun, iMplytO$ the pcsaibility of a

source sentence like:

an expression of winsome:it crossed her face.

ET-2, Relative Clause

Given a pre-sentence of the fors;

WIPU + V
1

apply the rule

1

in the terminal string

X + NP + N° + R + Y

The notation A*B denotes a B whose left-most member is A.

Many compatibility requirements must be satisfied.

ED-3. Genitive

Given a pre-sentence of the form

Nom + The + HAVE + Det + N +
1 2 3 4

apply the rule

GEN ---
in the terminal string

X + GEN +.N N° + Y

where N + le is 4

Rules in the phonological component w4,U adjust:

Mary*Gen Mary's
che*Gen her

the doelen 0;0 dog's
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prelindtr Sim le Transformations

# indicates an obligatory rule

PST -l. Passive

Nom (Prev) Aux + Vtr + Nos + X
3 y

4 2 BE RN 3 5 (BY 1)

PST-20 WH Attachment

Adv Y 1 WR*2 3

Isoc

2 3

# PST-3. WE-word Shift

X + WH*Y + Z 2 1 3

PST-4. Relative Clause Nauction

HAVE + EN + Via
X + Nom + WE*Nom + Tns BE + Y

1 2

1 3

It is by this rule that post-nominal modifiers are generated. For

at least two reasons it is very important that there be a device

which allows us to retain the information that the EN + Vie and

the Y in this rule is, in fact, the "remains" of a relative clause,

although the device by which this will be accomplished is not well

understood.

3

The first reason, as was suggested above in II.A.2, is that9 as a

pre-nominal modifier, it must be distinguished from one origina-

ting from an appositive relative clause.

The second is explained in the note following PST-5.

ti



# PST -3. Modifier Transposition

(444

X

-RN 4, Vis
(

+ Det (Kt) y N No
+

!! * Vtml
( 07 + LT) Z

LIN
1 "1-1."="1"'

1 4 3 2 5

The second reason for preserving thq tact that what is contained

between the large braces in the rule above originated from a rela-

tive clause is that the transposition rul* will net apply unless

whatever follows elements 3 and 4 of this str41$ lAis the Y of the

matriz string when the relative clause was applied* Thns to:

the dog sleeping under the car

the transposition rule will not applyv but to:

the dog sletsping snored lotullY (from PST.04),

it will.

C9n4ein nE Rule

CT -1,.

temporary

Let A
3

stand fort (Av) Ac

r.(Av) ajj

tLet A
2

stand for: EN + Vie

(ADJ + LY)

Let A
3

stand for: An

X (Mf) An (M) (Y)

2 3

X (Mf) A
m (M) (Y)

where m n

17

{71 + Vtl.)
+ Vi

5 1'44 2 6
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T

CADJ +

at.
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APJ
EN + Vis

EN + Vtn
INCA .+ Vi

2

ADj
`EN + Vie

Elf + Vtn
ING + Vi .

5

I

I

as do wow* 1 5 and 2 3

It is prObable that this rule is an example of a more general rule

for conjoining like constituents in identical strings.

The device mentioned in ,PST-4. tor retaining the information that

elements z.and,5 were originally relative clauses will mark them

as such here.

V. Reference Lists

In these lists, lexical items will be marked with an L, lists of

examples with an E.

1. Ac (E)

beautiful
big
enormous
gigantic
handsome
large
long
lovely
small
tremendous

2. Ab (E)

can take LY
abundant
angry
bright
broad
cheap
'cheerful
cold
complete
cool
cosy
deep
demure
energetic
enthusiastic
expensive
genuine
gentle
heavy
helpless
hungry
loud
narrow
neat

obnoxious
peaceful
personal
poor
popular
pretty
quick
quiet
sad
sharp
soft
solemn
solid
specific
strict
strong
sweet
thin
unique
vivacious
warm
wild



(cont.)

cannot take
clean
dark
dirty
furry
fuzzy
hard
high
hot
juicy
old
round
shiny
smelly
square
straightly
thick
ugly
useful
weak
wealthy
wet
wiiespread
wooly
young

Vtn (L) (with EN)

transposable
appointed
broken
chosen
closed
constructed
covered
disguised
educated
elected
finished
folded
forgotten
forsaken
frozen
given
hidden
known
lighted
loaded
manufactured
molded
painted

3. Aa

colors

4. Vin (L) (with UM

aching
advancing
approaching
barking
beaming
blushing
burning
chanting
clamoring
crying
dancing
disappearing
dying
falling
flying
groaning
growing
increasing
lasting

patented
pickled
polished
prepared
rejected
sealed
spoken
stolen
stuffed
tcrn
wounded
Woven
wrapped

non, - transposable

bought
brought
built
carried
caught
crossed
discovered

laughing
marching
passing
revolving
rising
shining
shivering
singing
sleeping
snoring
starving
stepping
euffering
vanishing
vibrating
weeping
winding
winning
working

drawn
driven
dug
eaten
fed
found
hit
killed
left
made
moved
picked
played
read
ridden
rowed
seen
sent
shot
shut
taught
written



6. ADJ LT (E)

must accompany a
non transposable
verb in the trans-
position rule

anxiously
beautifully
carefully
cautiously
completely
craftily
easily
endlessly
freshly
furiously
gaily
gracefully
heavily
incredibly
laughingly
lightly
loudly
merrily
neatly
needlessly
newly
nicely
noisily
passionately
quickly
rapidly
silently
Skillfully
softly
stealthily
surreptitiously
tightly
well
wickedly

9. Count noun modifiers

apple pie
woman driver
town crier
family reunion
city editor
blueberry muffin
kitchen sink
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7. Vis (L)

decayed
escaped
grown
spoiled
vanished

8. Vt2 (L)

with EN)

alarm
amaze
amuse
astonish
bore
charm
dspress
discourage
disgust
encourage
frighten
interest
please
satisfy
shock
surprise
terrify

(E)

.feather pillow
church wedding
village blacksmith
submarine warfare
rag doll
corncob pipe
clock radio

afternoon tea
oyster stew
student dormitory
mob activity
government interference
war effort
world power



10. LY-words (E)

may appear in a
pre-nominal po-
sition only if
Aeriv*A fra.m
verb phrase

drastic
eloquent
equal
eventual
gradual
hasty
immediate
native
partial
previous
steady
thorough

12. M (E)

Mf
actual
central
certain
chief
diverse
main
major
primary
principal
separate
sure
total
ultimate
usual

Me
to-page
six -inch
three-hour
twenty-mi3
sixty-dollar
six-foot
ten-minute
long-range
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11. LY-words (E)
may appear in a
pre-nominal po-
sition by three-
M4.11110. 1111111 /WWI SMIV
OP VW lierIP A MTV zrzo Ito

nominalization

angry
bitter
cautious
clear
complete
conscious
emotional
generous
good
graceful
poor
safe
silent

18
skillful
vicious
violent

Md
nationalities

mass nouns of
material

NI
agricultural
artificial
capital
civic
congressional
constitutional
cultural
daily
domestic
ecclesiastical
economic
ethical
financial
fiscal
foreign
individual
legal

liberal
mcdical
miutary
morphological
national
personal
philosophical
political
racial
religious
social
spiritual
technical
theological

Ma
dire
distinct
marked
mere
prerequisite
utter
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Footnotes

1
The term "modifier" will be used throughout this study, although

a more apt term might be "attribute." The concept of modification is

here taken to be a grammatical one, although no definition will be pro-

posed, and the term "modifier" will be used in its intuitive sense.

Spelled Modifier, it will refer to a specific class introduced in the

CS rules (see Section II.B.). Also see Lees, "Grammar of English Nomi-

nalizations," IJAL, Part II, 3, July, 1960, p. 176, note 60.

3 See Lees, p. 16. Presumably, such questions could be handled by

a semantic theory of the form proposed by J. Katz and Jo Fodor, "The

Structure of A Semantic Theory," Lamm, 39, pp. 170-210, 1963.

4
Word, 19.2, pp. 208-31, August, 1960.

5 See Lees. ppo 86 -98, and Carlotta Smith, "A Class of Complex

Modifiers in English," Language,, 37.3, Part I, 1961, pp. 24648.

6 Fillmore, pp. 209-10.

7 That these intonation differences show up most clearly in con-

junctive sentences might be linked to the fact that a phrase with this

"incidental" modifier is generally used with a definite article to com-

pare, contrast, or combine with a similar phrase. Although the task of

the grammar is not to account for language use, it is possible that a

separate theory of usage could use this grammatical information to ex-

plain such facto. Examples include:

The light-haried Norwegians and the dark-haired Italians

The blue sky and the green ocean

The sweet apples and the juicy berries
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8
For examples it is likely that appositive relative clauses fors

a subset of parenthetic clauses such ass

The children, chatttne gaily; ran outside.

However, it is not clear by what means a parenthetic clause is introduced

into a string. If it is by means of an embedding rule, then the string

must contain a formative which may be expanded (Fillmore, pp. 208-12).

But to what node should this formative be attached? To avoid a sentence

likes

*Ho was reading, which was unususl, a book

we might want it to be attached to a node as "far up" on the tree as VP.

But for a sentence likes

he was reading quite slowly, which was unusual

where the parenthetic clause refers to e, wo might want to attach

it farther "down" the tree in a later CS rule.

9 Pp. 113-200. Lees tentatively chooses to refer to the type of

sequoias with the stress pattern (.4k+d) as a "nominal phrase;" to be dis

tinguished from the "compound" (/.1N). Each of the items in the sample

list 9, however, appears to fit into one of Lees' compound classes.

Admittedly, too little is yet known about stross to be dogmatic on

points in which it is involved, yet there seem to be counterexamples to

the possible view suggested by Lees that certain morphemes always take

curtain stress patterns in composition (p. 120). To the example of
/. N
apple pie versus apple cake occould be posed cholate cak e, or page editor

and c'ty elaitor, or millscob p(pe and ppsees.
10

It is assumed here that the symbol Diet will be expanded with a

20 later to be developed into cardinal and ordinal numerals, as its

right-most node (see rule CS-25).

.1.
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11
Thus it will be noticed here that, by considering the two groups

Md and Mc (see List 12) to be introduced in the pre-nominal position as

a result of the expansion of M in CS rule 16: wo are diamllnving the

possibility of these modifiers being found in the predicate position,

as in:

She's German

The watch is Swiss

This tie is silk

The knife is steel

Because of shared grammatical properties as discussed above, however,

these strings will be considered as elliptic forms of longer strings.

The phrase "a six-page report" may perhaps be derived from "the report

is six pages long," but until more is known about these duration words,

the present analysis must suffice.

12
Barritt, Carlyle Westbrook, in The Order Cies:lees of Modiflers in

English, University of Virginia dissertation, 1952, chapter 12.fails to

recognize some of these decidedly grammatical distinctions, but bases

his classification of "descriptive adjective& on the manner in which

they "form IC's with the following noun." It appears that much confusion

results from his failure to note both these distinctions and that which

must be made between compounds and modifier-plus-noun phrases.

13
Lees, pp. 9, 97.

14
Lees, pp. 11, 23.

15 Fillmore, p. 225.

16
The format for these rules was originated by C.J. Fillmore,

2,E. eit

17
See Lists 1, 2, and 3.
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18
Phrases such as skillful pianist and graceful dancer might be

thought to be derived from strings likes

the pianist is skillful

the dancer is graceful.

But the implied meaning of these phrases would seem to suggest source

strings of the following sorts

the person is skillful at playing the piano

the person is graceful at dancing.


